will drastically reduce the potential for future disruptions in our nation’s air traffic. The bill demands the strengthening of cockpit doors and limits access to the cockpit itself, ensuring that a commercial plane can never again be used as a guided weapon of destruction. Only pilots will be able to allow others into the cockpit. Under the provisions of this bill, even flight attendants won’t have keys. It federalizes airport security operations, improving the training and testing programs for screening personnel, giving these invaluable men and women the tools necessary to perform their jobs properly. It increases perimeter security at airports, in their parking lots, and in air traffic facilities so that we can be sure at all times that only authorized personnel and vehicles have immediate access to our airports and aircrews. It increases the number of federal Air Marshals and provides hijack training for flight crews to make certain those in the skies are equipped to deal with any situation that may arise after takeoff. It establishes a Deputy Administrator at the Federal Aviation Administration for Aviation Security and establishes an interagency Aviation Security Council to make it easier for the government to assess and respond to the needs of the aviation community. It requires the performance of background checks on those seeking training in the operation of large planes. This will allow us to ensure that those who know how to fly our planes have the noble goals of service and self-betterment in mind. All of these steps guarantee that air transportation will be safer and more secure than it has ever been.

However, it is important to remember that this is only the first step. It is crucial that we immediately begin the next, not final action. In the eleven days since these tragic events, many common-sense security solutions have emerged all over the country and on Capitol Hill. These are the solutions included in this bill. Yet a longer look reveals that the airline industry is full of economic problem we are facing, and we must keep the 1-hour total. On August 2, 2002, the aviation assistance and security bill; that there be 1 hour for debate equally divided between the two leaders, or their designees, with an additional 15 minutes under the control of Senator BYRD and 10 minutes for Senator KENNEDY and 5 minutes for Senator SPECTER; that at the conclusion or yielding back of the time, the bill be read a third time, and the Senate vote, without intervening action or debate, on final passage of the bill.

I further ask unanimous consent that when the Senate receives from the House its companion bill, it be immediately considered, read a third time, and passed, provided it is identical to the Senate-passed bill. I further ask unanimous consent that once the bill has been enacted into law, provided it is identical to the Senate measure, then action on the Senate bill be vitiated and the measure then be indefinitely postponed.

Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President, reserving the right to object, and I do not intend to object, for clarification, is the 1-hour total time under an hour.

Mr. SPECTER. That is agreeable to me.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Missouri.

Mr. NICKLES. Reserving the right to object, the nation’s airlines are clearly suffering as a result of last week’s terrorist attacks, and I express my appreciation to the distinguished majority leader for his efforts to craft a comprehensive package of financial assistance for the airlines. I am confident the leader’s efforts will ensure that the attackers who took down our buildings will not succeed in taking down the airline industry, too. I look forward to supporting this measure.

I also believe we must act to bolster the airline industry. We must demonstrate our commitment to supporting the men and women who represent the industry’s heart and soul. The tens of thousands of workers who before September 11 were flying our planes, building our planes, keeping our airports open, and serving the flying public are now facing unemployment. They will need financial assistance to be sure they can pay their mortgages. They may need retraining so they can find jobs in a new industry. And we ought to be sure they and their families are not put in the scary position of being without health care coverage. As we have done for the airlines, the Federal Government must take the lead in supporting these workers.

I inquire of the leader as to his thoughts on the prospect for enacting a relief package for displaced workers in the near future.

Mr. NICKLES. Mr. President, let me thank the distinguished Senator from Missouri for raising the issue and commend her for her active involvement on this issue for some time. She spoke eloquently about it in the caucus, and she has addressed this issue on a number of occasions. I share her conviction and her strong belief that we must address the impact on employees and their families.

Over 100,000 employees are now out of work as a result of this extraordinary economic problem we are facing, and
we have to address it. I indicated my caucus this morning that it is my strong view that this is the first installment of a series of efforts that must be made to put our economy back on track and to address the myriad other economic challenges we face, especially those involving workers and their families. So we are going to continue to work and find ways in which to do that.

I emphasize I see this only as the first installment. We will have to go back and address other issues, especially those involving families. I thank the Senator for raising the issue.

Mrs. CARNahan. As always, I thank the leader for his guidance. I look forward to working with him next week, and I do not object.

Mr. LOTT. Reserving the right to object, and I will not object, but I ask that Senator Nickles get 20 minutes so we will have a balance of the time. I urge all Senators to not feel they must use all of the time.

I inquire of the Chair, with that change, has the question been put?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

AIR TRANSPORTATION SAFETY AND SYSTEM STABILIZATION ACT

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report the bill by title.

The bill clerk read as follows:

A bill (S. 1450) to preserve the continued operation of the United States air transportation system.

Mr. DASCHle. I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who yields the time?

The Senator from Missouri, Mr. Bond.

Mrs. HUTCHISON. Mr. President, parliamentary inquiry.

Mr. Bond. Mr. President, I yield to the manager of the bill, the distinguished Senator from Texas.

Mrs. Hutchison. Mr. President, are we now on the bill and into my 30 minutes of time?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Missouri.

Mrs. HUTCHison. Thank you, Mr. President. I yield 5 minutes to the Senator from Missouri.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Missouri.

Mr. President, I thank the Senator from Texas for yielding me time. Let me try to be quicker than 5 minutes.

No. 1, while this package may not be what anyone likes, I am sure in this body and the other body there are probably 535 different ideas as to what we need to do. I hope we can come together, the House and Senate, and decide that we must move. I am more than willing to take what has been put together as an emergency measure and urge my colleagues to support it, and I without any doubt.

We are looking at a situation where the airline industry, which is a critical element in our economy, is right on the verge—from the smallest airlines that need an immediate infusion of cash and the Federal Government that were sustained when the Federal Government rightfully shut down air transportation this past week, to the current time where consumer concerns over safety have limited the flying public. We have put our entire aviation industry at great risk. This bill is necessary if we are to solve those problems and if we are to get the planes back in the air.

I can understand what my colleagues in this body and the other body have raised as concerns about insurance and compensation for those who are out of work. Let me be clear; it is not just the airline industry which has suffered losses and those who work.

I have just talked to people in the travel and tourism industry and consumer products industries. They have suffered a great downturn, and there may be people out of work. The good news is we have in place statutes and programs designed to assist those people.

Let me be clear; if we delay passing this bill, as we attempt to craft a change or adjustment on assistance for laid-off employees, we risk causing a tremendous economic calamity.

I understand that in the House objections over the failure to include relief for unemployment led to objections that put the passage of this package in doubt.

Right now, we are looking at layoffs in the airline industry in the neighborhood of 20 to 25 percent. If we do not pass this bill, we are looking at 100 percent. Layoffs are not only a disaster for those people who work in the airline industry, those of us who depend on airline traffic to get back to our constituents, those who depend upon airline travel for business, for recreation, and for tourism, but a risk to the entire economy. So this bill needs to be passed.

Let me also point out that last week I was in this Chamber and I said that one of the key things we must include in the airline rescue package is a carefully crafted, structured means of providing compensation to the victims.

There is a two-part means of providing compensation for the families of those who are deceased as a result of the accident and are injured. There are various provisions built in which would seem to make an option of two structures available, and there is a clear-cut indication that airlines will be liable only up to the limits of their existing insurance coverage.

I thank the White House and the leadership for including those protections. Without them, at least two of our major airlines would not be able to continue in business next week. This is critically important, as is the provision in the measure for direct loans to those who can demonstrate their need to the Secretary of Transportation as well as loans which are to be structured by a board composed of the Secretary of Transportation, the Chair of the Federal Reserve Board, the Secretary of the Treasury, and the Comptroller General. We put a great deal of discretion and responsibility in the hands of those very able officials.

While none of us may have crafted the bill exactly as it was crafted, this is our only hope to ensure we do not have a disaster resulting from the total shutdown of the airline industry. I urge my colleagues, I beg my colleagues to pass it.

I return to the manager on this side any time remaining on my time. I thank the Chair and the Senator from Texas for their accommodation.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Ms. Stabenow, the Senator from Texas.

Mrs. Hutchison. I will take up to 3 minutes of time now to explain what is in the bill, but I want to be told when 3 minutes is up because I will lose the remaining 30 minutes if I try to pass it.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair will notify the Senator.

Mrs. Hutchison. Madam President, the Air Transportation System Stabilization Act is the effort of the U.S. Congress, working with the President, to shore up the aviation industry in our country. Already we have seen announced almost 100,000 layoffs in the aviation industry in our country. That will have a rippling effect throughout the economy. What we are doing today is trying to stabilize this industry to keep it on its feet in very tough times so we can minimize the layoffs. Hopefully, they will not be as bad as the airline industry announce. We can get this country back on track so our economy will stay strong.

What this bill does is have $5 billion in immediate assistance to the carriers based on their actual losses for the grounded airplane time they have had. As we know, there is still one airport that does not have service. We still have airlines losing business because of the September 11 tragedy that was not a fault of the airlines.

We have in addition $10 billion of loan guarantees subject to terms and conditions set by the President. There will be a board created to review and decide on the applications for these credits. This board will be the Secretary of the Treasury, the Federal Reserve Chairman, the Secretary of Transportation, and the Comptroller General. These loans will be based on sound, solid, sufficiently creditworthy businesses to put limits on executive compensation of any carrier that gets a part of this airline cash assistance package.